Introduction
In the papers [2] , [3] and [6] there has been started a study of the tangent bundle of order two T 2 (H) of a differsntiable manifold M. In the present paper we study some algebraic properties concerning the naturally induced diifeo rentiable objects on T M) from the base space. Our definin tion of the complete lift V of a linear connection V apears to be a natural generalisation of the complete lift from the case of the tangent bundle T(M), [7] . The horizontal lift V H of a linear connection V was introduced in [6] and can be characterised in a similar manner; K.Yano did n H 2 not introduce V, V on T (M) because changing his coordio nate system on T (M) did not give linear formulae' {i.e. T (M) did not have a vector bundle structure over M). The coordinate system we use has the desired property; but this involves the presenoe of a linear connection on the base space. Also, the lifts X°, X 1 , X 11 from [6] give natural decomposition of T(T 2 (M)), and this is not true for X°, X 1 , X 11 from [7] . The complete lift X C to T 2 (M) of a vector field X, is a generalisation of the complete lift to T(M) by the isomorphism T 2 (M) = T(M) © T(M) (Whitney sum) [2] . p We establish for T (M) similar properties as those given in [4] . For the general theory of the pairs of connections we indicate [5J• 2. Tha tangent bundle of order two Let M be a n-d.ipiensional differentiable manifold. For all xe M, we define the sets: C_ = {f iR--Mlf differ eni where 2R denotes the real line. The differentiability i3 everywhere assumed to be of class C°°. let V be a linsar connection on M. We can regard the elements feC as curves on M, passing through x. Then we denote by f the tangent vector field along f. On every C x we define two equivallence relations by
We denote the factor spaces bys
The tangent bundle and the tangent bundle of order two of the manifold M can now be obtained taking the unions
xeM xeM o T(M) and T (M) have natural structures of 2n-dimensional (respectively 3n-dimensional) differentiable manifolds. We have also the natural projections, which make the following diagram commutative (ii) The mixed curvature tensor field 9 of the pair (V 11 , V 11 ) coincides with the II-lift 9 11 of 9 , the mixed curvature tensor field of the pair (V, V).
Proof.
The tensor fields X and 9 are given by the formulae ([5])
for all X, Y, Z e U(M,V ,V ). We shall give the argument for (i): We shall prove only 3. By Theorem 3.3 we obtain X 11 © X 11 = (Xox) 11 = (f-X) 11 = f n X° + fV + f 0 ! 11 .
That means X 11 © X 11 = f°X 1T if and only if f 11 = 0, f 1 = 0. By [7] that happens only when f is constant. --y 'yi.
-V 1 rf3 xi.
One can also verify that the formulae 
where Jr* ' is the differential of jr [rhY- By [6 J we have a natural almost product structure on the manifold T 2 (M), denoted by J, having the following proDerties:
